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Abstract. This paper presents how the Solaris Service Management
Facility (SMF) is used as a fundamental building block to improve system
security. The Service Management Facility is a backwards-compatible
extension to the traditional way Unix services are managed with the rc

(run command) utility command scripts.
As an integrated framework for managing services and service in-

stances, the SMF improves service availability through automatic cor-
rection of failed services in dependency order. It also serves as a launch
pad for unmodified, often third party services to be transparently started
under the Solaris privilege process rights management without the need
to modify source code. Furthermore, different system profiles can be de-
fined that allow a system to come up with or change at runtime into a
predefined set of services. Finally, the SMF and service administration
are tightly integrated into the Solaris administrative Role-Based Access
Control (RBAC) model, subject to the principle of least privilege with
strong audit and full administrator accountability.

1 Introduction

In spite of many years and much progress in research and development of sys-
tem security technologies, it is still a major challenge to configure and maintain
servers in a state as resilient to security exploitation as desirable. UNIX operat-
ing systems have traditionally included a set of services: software programs not
associated with any interactive user login that listen for and respond to requests
to perform certain tasks, such as delivering email, responding to ftp requests, or
permitting remote command execution. These traditional services were usually
individual applications that executed as a single process that started at boot
time and executed continuously while a system was up and running, servicing
any requests that were received.

Today, administrators must contend with a collection of services that has
grown to such a point that it has exceeded the utility of this original model. Sun
has created the Service Management Facility (SMF) to simplify management of
these system services. The SMF is a feature of the Solaris Operating System
that creates a supported, unified model for services and service management on
each Solaris system. It is a core part of the Predictive Self-Healing technology
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available in Solaris 10, which provides automatic recovery from software and
hardware failures as well as administrative errors.

2 Background

The following subsections give some technical backgroundon the security technolo-
gies in the (Open)Solaris operating environment that are tied together through the
Service ManagementFacility. While this section describes the least privilege rights
management model, the Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) model, and the Se-
cure by Default stance, the following section explains in detail, how they all come
together through the SMF.

While other security-related system services, such as the Solaris Crypto-
graphic Framework ([7]), are managed by SMF, this paper focuses on how the
system itself is better protected through SMF rather than through the services
SMF manages.

2.1 Solaris Privilege Process Rights Management

The principle of least privilege states that every program and every user of a
system should operate using the least set of privileges necessary to complete
the job. The Solaris operating environment has two primary mechanisms to
implement this principle: fine-grained process rights for executable code and
role-based access control for administrators. The following sections explain these
two mechanisms in detail.

Solaris Privileges. The Solaris operating system implements a set of privi-
leges that provide fine-grained control over the actions of processes. Traditionally,
Unix-based systems have relied on the concept of a specially-identified superuser,
called root. This concept of a Unix superuser has been replaced in a backward
compatible manner with the ability to grant one or more specific privileges that
enable processes to perform otherwise restricted operations. The privilege-based
security model is equally applicable to processes running under user id 0 (root)
or under any other user id. For root-owned processes, the ability to access and
modify critical system resources is restricted by removing privileges from these
processes. For user-owned processes privileges are added to explicitly allow them
to access such critical resources. The implications for such privilege-aware pro-
cesses are both, that root processes can run more safely because their powers
are limited, and that many processes that formerly required to be root processes
can now be executed by regular users by simply giving them the additionally
required privileges.

Experience with modifying a large set of Solaris programs to be privilege-
aware revealed an interesting fact. Most programs that formerly required to be
executed as user root require only very few additional privileges and in many
cases require them only once before they can be relinquished. The change to
a primarily privilege-based security model in the Solaris operating system gives
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developers an opportunity to restrict processes to those privileged operations ac-
tually needed instead of having to choose between all privileges (superuser) or no
privileges (non-zero UIDs). Additionally, a set of previously unrestricted opera-
tions now require a privilege; these privileges are dubbed the ”basic” privileges.
These are privileges that used to be always available to unprivileged processes.
By default, processes still have the basic privileges. The single, all-powerful UID
0 assigned to a root process has been replaced with more than 70� discrete
privileges that can be individually assigned to processes using the Service Man-
agement Facility (SMF), Role-based Access Control (RBAC), or a command-line
program, such as ppriv(1) or pfexec(1).

Taken together, all defined privileges with the exception of the basic privi-
leges compose the set of privileges that are traditionally associated with the root
user. The basic privileges are those privileges unprivileged processes were accus-
tomed to having. They are also called the basic set and consist of file link any,
proc exec, proc fork, proc info, and proc session. The privilege implemen-
tation in Solaris extends the process credential with four privilege sets:

– I, the inheritable set: The privileges inherited on exec.
– P, the permitted set: The maximum set of privileges for the process.
– E, the effective set: The privileges currently in effect.
– L, the limit set: The upper bound of the privileges a process and its offspring

can obtain.

The implementation of Solaris privileges empowers application developers to
control how privileges are used within their programs. Using a technique called
privilege bracketing, developers can write their programs such that they are
only running with privileges in the effective set when they are needed by certain
system calls. Even more importantly, programs can not only enable or disable
their privileges (aka privilege bracketing), but they can also drop any privileges
granted to them (assuming they will never be needed) and even relinquish them
(so they can no longer be used) when there is no longer a need for the privilege.
Just as importantly, programs can also restrict which of their privileges can be
passed along to their children (e.g., programs that they execute). In the Solaris
operating system many setuid programs (e.g., ping, traceroute, rmformat) and
system services (e.g., nfsd, ftpd, mountd) use these techniques.

Solaris RBAC. Role-based Access Control (RBAC) in Solaris is an alterna-
tive to the all-or-nothing security model of traditional superuser-based systems.
With RBAC ([4]), an administrator can assign privileged functions to specific
user accounts (or special accounts, called roles). RBAC is in keeping with the
security principle of least privilege by allowing organizations to selectively grant
privileges to users or roles based upon their unique needs and requirements.

� The set of Solaris privileges is expanding over time. As of build 112, April 6, 2009, the
OpenSolaris operating systems makes 75 discrete privileges available, only 5 of which
represent user space privileges for backwards compatibility for non privilege-aware
software.
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In general, organizations are strongly encouraged to use Solaris RBAC to re-
strict access to privileged operations rather than granting users complete access
to the backwardly compatible root account. Solaris RBAC was introduced in
the Solaris 8 operating system, having come from Trusted Solaris, and has been
enhanced and expanded with each new release of Solaris. Solaris RBAC function-
ality contains several discrete elements that can be used individually or together
including authorizations, privileges, rights profiles and role designations.

2.2 Secure by Default

Traditionally, Unix systems have provided a large number of network services by
default. This open approach is convenient, but it also makes it easy for remote
attackers to exploit any vulnerabilities that may exist in the software providing
the network services. The Solaris Secure by Default stance reduces this attack
surface by disabling as many network services as possible while still leaving a
useful system.

Secure by Default changes the default configuration of Solaris so that ssh is
the only network-listening service. Other network services are either disabled or
configured to accept requests only from the local system. While implementing this
approach with traditional rc utility commands is certainly possible, it is not a very
flexible approach, because only a single configuration can be captured on one sys-
tem at any given time. Rather, Secure by Default uses the Solaris Service Man-
agement Facility (SMF) to control the affected network services. The key elements
are the conversion of some existing services to SMF control, the addition of prop-
erties for existing SMF services to provide for local-only operation, the creation
of an SMF profile to configure the system in the hardened state, and the netser-
vices(1M) command to apply the SMF profile and set related SMF properties.

3 The Service Management Facility

The Service Management Facility (SMF) provides an infrastructure that amends
the traditional UNIX start-up scripts, init run levels and configuration files. The
SMF provides the following functionalities. It is described in great detail by
Adams et al. in [1].

3.1 Service Management

Services can be enabled, disabled, or restarted using the svcadm(1M) command.
Failed service(s) are restarted automatically in dependency order, whether the
failure is a result of administrative error, software bugs, or because of an un-
correctable hardware error. Service objects can be viewed and managed with
commands such as svcadm(1M), svcs(1), svccfg(1M). Service failures are also
relatively easy to debug as SMF provides the explanation of why a service is
not running by using svcs command. Separate persistent log files make this pro-
cess even easier. It is simple to restore, backup and undo changes to services
by taking snapshots of service configuration files. Systems managed with SMF
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boot and shut down much faster than traditional Unix systems, because services
are started/stopped not sequentially, but concurrently, according to the depen-
dencies between services. With the use of role-based access control (RBAC),
administrators can securely delegate tasks to non-root users who can modify
properties as well as status of services without having administrative privileges
that go beyond the tasks at hand. Finally, SMF is compatible with traditional
UNIX rc scripts.

3.2 Service Instances and Properties

SMF has a fundamental unit of administration known as a service instance. A
service instance is a specific configuration of a service. For Example: A web
server is a service and a single web server daemon that is configured to accept
web service requests on port 80, can be called as an instance. Each SMF service
can have multiple versions of it configured and multiple instances of the same
version can run on a single Solaris operating system instance.

To name service instances, each service is associated with a Fault Manage-
ment Resource Identifier (FMRI) that includes the service name and an instance
name. For example, the FMRI for ssh is svc:/network/ssh:default where
network/ssh denotes the service and default identifies the service instance.
Legacy scripts are also represented with FMRIs, however, they start with lrc
instead of svc. For example, the legacy ppp daemon can be monitored using
SMF via the FMRI lrc:/etc/rc2 d/S47pppd.

In SMF, service properties are defined in an XML format in files called SMF
service manifests. They are stored in the directory /var/sc/manifest. The man-
ifests are the authoritative source of configuration information of a service and
their running instances and they can be modified with the SMF administrative
tools, such as svccfg(1M) or inetadm(1M).

3.3 Service Profiles

An SMF profile is a definition of which services should be enabled or disabled.
It is represented in an XML file format. A few profiles are delivered by default
with Solaris and are available in directory /var/svc/profile/. Administrators
can customize copies of these profiles or define their own.

During the first boot after a new installation or an upgrade to the Solaris 10
release, some Solaris profiles are automatically applied. By default /var/svc/
profile/generic.xml is applied. This file is usually symbolically linked to
generic open.xml or generic limited net.xml. If a profile called as site.xml
is in directory /var/svc/profile, the contents of the profile are applied. The
initial set of enabled services may be customized by an administrator at any
given point of time.

4 Security Advantages Using the Solaris Service
Management Facility

This section presents how the Service Management Facility is used as a funda-
mental building block for system security. SMF ties together a number of security
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technologies to accomplish security goals, such as improving system and service
availability, integrity assurance, resilience against attacks, administrative autho-
rizations, and audit.

4.1 Improved Availability

SMF monitors if services that are under its control are properly executing. Failed
services are automatically restarted in dependency order, whether they failed as
a result of administrative error, software bugs, or uncorrectable hardware errors.
In many cases restarting the service will solve the problem. In cases where it
does not, the affected service, as well as its dependent services, are put into
maintenance mode and an administrator can be notified. Services may consist
of zero, one, or many processes. Firstly, services consisting of one process make
it easy to understand the process to service mapping. If, e.g., the service process
crashes, the service is down and needs to be restarted. Secondly, Sendmail is
a good example of a service that consists of typically two processes. Failure of
either process should cause sendmail to be restarted. Traditional monitoring im-
plementations that relied on parent-child relationships to monitor process health
break down, because in the case of sendmail both processes are re-parented to
the init process. Thirdly, there is a category of processes that are transient pro-
cesses. They appear briefly during the startup process or exist only to execute
a few commands to affect configuration change.

SMF introduces a kernel interface called a contract. A process contract is
used by userland processes to register an interest in a process and all its chil-
dren. Whenever important state changes occur, the interested process is notified
of those changes and can take corrective action. Such changes include process
exit, coredumps, fatal signals, hardware errors, etc. Service restarters are then
responsible for managing service instances in response to those monitored state
changes. There is a comprehensive state model for managing services, which are
always in one of the following states: uninitialized, disabled, offline, online, de-
graded, or maintenance. Service transitions happen because of administrative
action or service errors. They are also influenced by service dependencies, a
major step forward in complex system service administration, because through
dependency information the root cause of problems is determined automatically.
A system administrator is directly pointed to the component that must be re-
paired, which is not necessarily the one exhibiting the most visible failure. The
command svcs -x is a powerful diagnostic tool, as it describes what is going
on in plain language with simple output, usually including a URL where to get
detailed information how to proceed.

In many cases, an administrator never needs to get involved and services are
restarted by the service restarter that monitored their health via the service
contract. These contracts are the generic mechanism to express the relationship
between a process and the kernel-managed resources a process depends upon.
There are systems with sophisticated hardware error handling capabilities ([8]).
SMF can take advantage of such capabilities. Where formerly the only corrective
action was to kill affected processes and risk cascading failure, or restart the
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entire system, now the operating system can determine e.g., the broader effect of
a faulted cell on a DIMM and manage the error flow between services gracefully.

4.2 Process Rights Management Integration

The Service Management Facility also serves as a launch pad for software to
be transparently started under the Solaris privilege process rights management.
Ideally, one would modify the source code of services to take advantage of the
Solaris privilege mechanism, properly minimizing the privilege sets to what is
required, including dropping privileges that are not needed, bracketing privileged
operations, and relinquishing privileges that are no longer needed.

However, in many cases it is not possible to make such source code modifi-
cations, e.g., when using third party software that is distributed only in binary
form. It is therefore important to have a mechanism that can approximate the
least privilege behavior for services in this category. SMF provides just that, a
way to launch services with a reduced set of privileges, thereby eliminating the
need for binary changes for participation in the Solaris least privilege process
rights management model. The use of SMF for operating services in privilege-
aware mode is, however, functionally limited, as it is not possible to bracket
individual operations or to relinquish privileges once they have been used and
are no longer needed by the service.

Still, restricting a service’s privileges out of over 70 to just the few that are
needed, represents a major step forward, mitigating effects of future flaws and
protecting data and service functionality from both faults and malicious behavior.

To configure services to run with reduced privileges, the manifest author or
the administrator would set the appropriate properties as part of the service
manifest using the svccfg(1M) command. The following example shows how
to use the svccfg command to reduce privileges and the limit privileges for the
apache2 web service. It also shows a few other properties, such as the working
directory and project and resource pools. The latter two are especially interesting
from a security point of view, because they are the tie-in to the Solaris resource
management. By setting those properties, it is possible to limit the amount of
system resources available to applications, preventing system denial of service
attacks, should individual services be attacked.

In the example in Table 1 the effective set of privileges for the web server
are set to be the basic set (file link any, proc exec, proc fork, proc info,
proc session), minus the privileges proc session, proc info, and file link
any plus the net privaddr privilege. The latter is needed for binding to a low-
numbered port 1-1023 (usually port 80 for a web server.) The resulting effective
set of privileges for this web server SMF service instance configuration is there-
fore just proc exec, proc fork, and net privaddr. Were there access to the
source code, one could tighten the webserver execution even further by

– bracketing the privileges proc exec, proc fork, and net privaddr around
the associated system and library calls exec(2), fork(2), bind(3socket),
and by
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Table 1. Example how to reduce privileges for the apache2 web service through SMF.

svcadm$ svccfg -s apache2
svc:/network/http:apache2> setprop start/privileges = astring: basic, \

!proc session, !proc info, !file link any, net privaddr
svc:/network/http:apache2> setprop start/limit privileges = astring: \

basic, !proc session, !proc info, !file link any, net privaddr
svc:/network/http:apache2> setprop start/working directory = astring: \

default
svc:/network/http:apache2> setprop start/project = astring: default
svc:/network/http:apache2> setprop start/resource pool = astring: default
svc:/network/http:apache2> end
svcadm$ svcadm refresh apache2

– relinquishing these privileges once the program flow makes them unnecessary
to keep around. E.g., the net privaddr privilege could be relinquished after
the only call to bind().

4.3 SMF Profiles

The information associated with a service or service instance that is stored in
the configuration repository can be exported as XML-based files. Such XML
files, known as service bundles, are portable and suitable for backup purposes.
Service bundles are classified as one of the following types:

manifests Files that contain the complete set of properties associated with a
specific set of services or service instances.

profiles Files that contain a set of service instances and values for the enabled
property on each instance.

The Solaris Secure by Default stance is defined as an SMF profile. It reduces the
overall system attack surface of the Solaris operating system by disabling as many
network services as possible while still leaving a useful system. In this way, the
number of exposed network services (in a default configuration) is dramatically
reduced. The default configuration of the Solaris operating system is changed such
that ssh is the only network-listening service. Other network services are either
disabled or configured to accept requests only from the local system.

There is one high-profile example, where this mechanism helped save the day.
In March 2007, when Sun distributed Solaris operating source code to external
developers and users under an OpenSolaris license, an early scrutinizer of the
code reported a previously unknown vulnerability in Solaris’ telnet program.
Because the code was open sourced, the report could and did include a pointer
to the lines in the code that were responsible. The report was posted on a Sunday
afternoon. By Monday, Sun engineers and testers in Australia, the UK, and the
U.S. determined how the telnet -f -l root command could compromise a system,
posted a Sun Alert, and provided a temporary fix. By Tuesday, Sun issued a
patch. Sun’s countermeasures were not complex. Between 1988 and today, Sun’s
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security features limit the damage an attack can inflict. A Secure By Default
(SBD) installation closes the telnet port as part of the netservices limited SMF
profile. And even if the port was open, a simple SMF command (svcadm disable
telnet) ends the telnet service persistently across reboots.

The creation of new SMF profiles can be used to minimize or customize sys-
tems in deployment. Ideally one would combine this step with additional hard-
ening by removing (or not even installing in the first place) software packages
that won’t ever be needed on a given system.

4.4 RBAC Integration

SMF uses the Solaris Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) facility to delegate
access to SMF administrative tasks. By integrating with RBAC in this way, a
consistent approach for privilege delegation is applied throughout the system,
both if a command is run by a user or role who has been given specific au-
thorizations or privileges or if a service is started by SMF directly. The RBAC
authorizations solaris.smf.modify and solaris.smf.manage are the primary
authorizations for granting additional privileges to users or roles.

There are also a number of property group-specific authorizations to pro-
vide additional granularity. They can be used to subdivide the authority of the
solaris.smf.modifyauthorization for finer control. The authorization solaris.
smf.modify.method permits changing values or creating, deleting, or modify-
ing a property group of type method. Each service or service instance must
define a set of methods that start, stop, and (optionally) refresh the service.
The authorization solaris.smf.modify.dependency permits changing values
or creating, deleting, or modifying a property group of type dependency. Service
instances may have dependencies on services or files. Those dependencies gov-
ern when the service is started and automatically stopped. The authorization
solaris.smf.modify.application permits changing values or creating, delet-
ing, or modifying a property group of type application. This property group
is reserved to store application-specific properties. Finally, the authorization
solaris.smf.modify.framework permits changing values or creating, deleting,
or modifying a property group of type framework.

These capabilities can be leveraged by using the RBAC rights profiles ”Service
Management” or ”Service Operator” that are supplied with Solaris out of the box.

To run services directly through SMF with certain authorizations, the admin-
istrator would install the appropriate authorizations or properties as part of the

Table 2. Example how to reduce leverage RBAC controls for the apache2 web service
through SMF

svcadm$ svccfg -s apache2
svc:/network/http:apache2> setprop httpd/value authorization = \

astring: solaris.smf.value.application.http/apache2
svc:/network/http:apache2> end
svcadm$ svcadm refresh apache2
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service manifest using the svccfg(1M) command. The example above in table 2
shows how to use the svccfg command to install the httpd/value authorization
property for the apache2 web service.

There is development guidance for SMF services to provide service related
RBAC authorizations, as appropriate, by providing service-specific values for the
action authorization, modify authorization, value authorization, and
read authorization of property groups. All service instances bundled with
Solaris include an appropriate set of service profiles. Service method scripts are
delivered as read-only and customizable settings are accessible only via service-
specific properties or existing configuration files. Sun delivered services also in-
clude an appropriate RBAC profile and authorizations for manipulating the
service and its specific configuration.

5 Conclusions

The Solaris Service Management Facility (SMF) ties together a number of se-
curity technologies to accomplish security goals, such as improving system and
service availability, integrity assurance, resilience against attacks, administrative
authorizations, and audit.

The SMF improves service availability through automatic correction of failed
services in dependency order. As a launch pad for third party software it trans-
parently starts system services under the Solaris least privilege process rights
management without the need to modify source code. The Solaris ”Secure by
Default” stance is implemented by defining a profile that configures new system
installations to have only a single network-facing port open for ssh-based system
administration. Strong audit and full administrator accountability are achieved
through the tight integration of SMF into the Solaris administration role-based
access control model.
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